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Now that Trump has every1 in MSM praising him for
optics & speech-reading at Normandy on DDay, he will
propagandize this moment as HIS moment. It was just
handed to him.  
 
He can now play victim over any criticism of his decades-
long assault on NATO &, as POTUS, of our allies. /1

2/ He can also escalate that assault & project any resistance as an attack on him

personally.  

This is how the cycle of abuse works. It’s jarring how parallel the mechanics of

propagandists and abusers are. 

 

Some truths to be remembered today:  

A.

Donald Trump's ex-wife once said Trump kept a book of Hitler's speec…
"If, I had these speeches, and I am not saying that I do, I would never read them."

https://www.businessinsider.com/donald-trumps-ex-wife-once-said-he-kept-a-book-of-h…

B. “Very fine people” - President Donald Trump, August 15, 2017
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C.

Trump retweets apparent neo-Nazi for the second time this year
The message was innocuous enough, the user was complimenting the crowds the
GOP front-runner receives on the stump, but the messenger is hard to ignore.

http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/trump-retweets-apparent-neo-nazi-the-second-time-year

D.

Steve Bannon is on a far-right mission to radicalise Europe | Natalie N…
Don’t be fooled by Bannon’s split from Trump. He’s leading a Trumpian onslaught
to undermine European democracy itself, says the Guardian staff columnist Natalie
Nougayrède

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jun/06/steve-bannon-far-right-radica…

E. There is so much more, but I’ll leave it here for today. 
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• • •

Bless our WWII veterans, our allies, & NATO.  

We can only hope that enough Americans can see through the propaganda to grasp

what’s at stake. 
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More news today that Trump admin has never kept track of the 
number of children separated at border. I ask this question again. 
Important to note that the Trump admin’s blatant use of the neo-
Nazi’s symbolic number was a month after Ian Smith was fired. 
So, who is doing this?
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Amid even more news yesterday that the Trump administration/ HHS 
has NEVER known how many children it was separating from parents 
at the border, I ask again: Where did they get the number 1488?
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